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By Rabindranath Tagore

Jaico Publishing House, Delhi, India. Softcover. Book Condition: New. The original Bengali novel
Shesher Kavita (lit. Last Poem) was published in 1929. The author draws an amusing picture of an
ultra-modern Bengali intellectual whose Oxford education, while giving him a superiority complex,
has induced in him a craze for conscious originality which results in a deliberate and frivolous
contrariness to all accepted opinion and convention. His aggressive self-complacence, however,
receives a shock when as the result of an accidental meeting he falls in love with, and wins in return
the heart of, a quite different product of modern culture a highly educated girl of fine sensibility
and deep feelings. This love being more or less genuine and different from his previous experience
of coquetry, releases his own submerged depth of sincerity, which he finds hard to adjust to the
habits of sophistry and pose, practised so long.In the process he manages to strike a new romantic
attitude. The struggle makes of him a curiously pathetic figure one who is being worked against his
grain. The tragedy is understood by the girl, who releases him from his troth and disappears from
his life. The last poem which she addresses to her...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Nadia Konopelski-- Nadia Konopelski

The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea Aufderhar-- Althea Aufderhar
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Dont Be Bully!Dont Be Bully!
Full Circle, New Delhi, India. So cover. Book Condition: New. Brave little Kamya protects Tia from the school bully Josh and proves to
be a true friend. Don't be a bully, is a story to#inspire young minds to fight bullying without fear.Mr. Licks...

Love MyLove My
EnemyEnemy
Andersen, UK, 2004. Softcover. Book Condition: New. First Edition. Available Now. Book Description: Zee (short for Zara) lives in a quiet
suburb of Belfast, with an apparently idyllic family life. But Zee's father was shot dead in front of them all, and...

Ask Dr K Fisher AboutAsk Dr K Fisher About
DinosaursDinosaurs
Kingfisher, Great Britain, 2007. So cover. Book Condition: New. Sheppard, Kate (illustrator). 32 pages. Multiple copies of this title
available. For the first time, Kingfisher brings its expertise in beautifully-designed, trusted non-fiction to the sphere of learning to read.
This new graded reading...

NIV Soul Survivor New Testament in OneNIV Soul Survivor New Testament in One
YearYear
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; 'The whole Bible, in just one year? You've got to be kidding.' Don't panic! How about
just the New Testament to start off with? Take thousands of young people all committed to reading the word together...

Studyguide for Introduction to Early Childhood Education: Preschool Through Primary Grades by Jo Ann Brewer ISBN:Studyguide for Introduction to Early Childhood Education: Preschool Through Primary Grades by Jo Ann Brewer ISBN:
97802054914529780205491452
2011. So cover. Book Condition: New. 6th. 8.25 x 11 in. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional...

Studyguide for Constructive Guidance and Discipline: Preschool and Primary Education by Marjorie V. Fields ISBN:Studyguide for Constructive Guidance and Discipline: Preschool and Primary Education by Marjorie V. Fields ISBN:
97801360359309780136035930
2009. So cover. Book Condition: New. 5th. 8.25 x 11 in. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional...
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